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Be part of the
legendary team

Unrivalled History in WorldSBK
10 x World Titles
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Far more than a racing team
With 10 world championship titles, Ten Kate Racing is one of the most successful
and widely-followed teams in the World Superbike paddock. The Ten Kate concept
is unique in the world of motorcycles. The Dutch team from Nieuwleusen started
combining their motorcycle business with racing in the early nineties. Although it
started out as a hobby, the adage ‘Win on Sunday, sell on Monday’ soon came to
apply perfectly to the Ten Kate business model. With support from Honda, Ten Kate
Racing secured no fewer than 10 world championships between 2002 and 2014. The
team also developed impressively off the track, providing exclusive hospitality and
marketing opportunities to successful sponsor partners. Ten Kate Racing has been
supported in the WorldSBK paddock by Yamaha Racing since 2019.

Most successful World Supersport team in history
Official Yamaha GYTR Pro Shop
Ten Kate Racing Products supports teams all over the world
Same technical partners for more than 15 years

We are proud of our history
Following a career in
motocross, Gerrit ten Kate was
able to develop the passion of his youth
into a successful business. He later worked with his
cousin Ronald, switching from motocross to road racing and
selling bikes. The international team began in 1993 when Gerrit
prepared a bike for a local rider in the European Superstock
Championship. He started his own team the following season
and, with Scottish rider Ian MacPherson, took his debut
international victory in 1997.

First WorldSSP win with Karl Muggeridge in 2000
First WorldSSP title with Fabien Foret in 2002
Ten Kate Racing won 68% of all WorldSSP races between 2003 and 2008
Ten Kate Racing won the WorldSBK and WorldSSP championship in 2007
Proud of our Dutch world title with Michael van der Mark in 2014

2002 Fabien Foret

2005 Sébastien Charpentier

2006 Sébastien Charpentier

2003 Chris Vermeulen

2007 James Toseland

2004 Karl Muggeridge

2007 Kenan Sofuoğlu

Our World
Champions
2008 Andrew Pitt

2010 Kenan Sofuoğlu

2014 Michael van der Mark

Become a partner of Ten Kate Racing
Being a sponsor of Ten Kate Racing is much more than simply placing
your organisation’s name on the bike. Our unrivalled racing history
and experience combines with our ambitions to offer a unique
experience in a variety of different areas for our partners. In
the past, Ten Kate Racing has represented and worked
closely with high-profile, global brands such as
Winston, Hannspree, Castrol, Pata and Red Bull.
From the organisation of a paddock
hospitality experience for sponsor guests
to rider appearances at corporate
events,
Ten
Kate
Racing’s
knowledge and professionalism
will
enhance
any
organisation’s marketing
communications
programme.

Join the team
Ten Kate Community
On Track
As a member of the Ten Kate Community, you will be invited as a VIP
guest to the team’s hospitality at our home race in Assen. We also
organise trips to a foreign WorldSBK race for all members, where you will
enjoy an unforgettable paddock experience at the track together with
other Ten Kate Community members.

Whether you’re a private individual or a commercial organisation, you can
be a part of the Ten Kate Community, membership of which automatically
makes you an official team partner. Ten Kate Racing organise a wide
variety of events on and off the track for our community members.
“Join the Ten Kate Community and let’s win together!”

Off Track
Twice a year, we also host network events for all members of the Ten Kate
Community at the team’s headquarters in Nieuwleusen. Besides an
up-close, behind-the-scenes look into the whole Ten Kate Experience, the
meetings feature interesting guest speakers and offer the perfect dynamic
environment for potential networking at a special venue with a unique
racing history.

What is WorldSBK?

World Superbike racing began
in 1988 and more than 30 years later
WorldSBK
continues
to
attract
the
top
manufacturers, with some of the fastest superbike riders on the
planet taking part.
An ever-growing loyal fan base enjoys the year-on-year excitement, passion and racing that the
series provides in addition to unrivalled access to the riders and teams that is given to the fans at the now
famous Fan Zone.
Still going strong after more than three decades of competition, WorldsSBK remains at the top end of the international motorsports
calendar. Three production based racing categories - World Superbike, World Supersport and the World Supersport 300, plus the R3 Cup - enthrall
fans globally with high-octane on-track performances.
With up to nine races across all three categories per weekend at all European events, the Motul FIM Superbike World Championship provides a unique racing
spectacle for fans trackside as well as those watching on TV.

2021 Calender

Yamaha YZF-R6 2021
Specifications
Capacity:
Weight:

600cc
164KG

Engine:
Power:
Tuning:
Clutch:
Exhaust:
Radiator:
Shifter:
Oil:

140+ HP
Ten Kate Racing WSSP
STM
Arrow
FEBUR
KA
Putoline SPR

Frame:
Suspension:
Ohlins TTX
Footrest set:
Spider
Clipon set:
Spider
Tank cap:
Spider
Fairing:
MotoCarbons
Brackets:
MotoHolders
Screen:
MRA
Engine covers:
GB-Racing
Air-filter:
MWR
Switchs:
Bike Sport Developments
Brake pads:
SBS
Brake disc:
MotoMaster
Tank grip:
EaziGrip
Water hoses:
EaziGrip
Bolts:
Pro-Bolt
Special parts:
Ten Kate Racing Products

Grand Prix rider since 2007
1 Grand Prix victory in Moto2
7 Grand Prix podiums in Moto2
2 victories in MotoE
Rookie in World Supersport

Dominique Aegerter
30-09-1990

World championship rider since 2017
2 victories in WorldSSP300
3 pole positions in WorldSSP300
7th in the 2019 WSSP300 championship
Second season in World Supersport

Galang Hendra Pratama
10-03-1999

The Ten Kate Experience
Come Join Us!

Everything related to motorcycling
and racing under one roof
Ten Kate Shop: largest webshop in
motorcycle clothing and accessories of the
BeNeLux
Ten Kate Motoren; largest Honda dealer in the
BeNeLux
A special racing department with Ten Kate Racing and
TKRP
Unique Ten Kate Pitstop concept with specials guests like Marc
Marquez
Ten Kate is a household brand in the Netherlands and far
beyond

“Unique one window shopping
for motorcycles and racing”

Contact Us
“Come and enjoy the entire Ten Kate
Experience in Nieuwleusen!”

Team manager
Kervin Bos
+316 30 57 88 27
k.bos@tenkateracing.com

Ten Kate Racing
Rollecate 55
7711 GG Nieuwleusen
The Netherlands

